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View Recommendation Reasons in Career Explorer

UniversalEarly Adoption



View Recommendation Reasons in Career Explorer

After choosing View Recommendation Reasons in the role card, employees can view the reasons 
why the job roles in the first layer of a job lineage chart are recommended to them.

The reasons are given based on the employee data, job information, and job history of the 
employees in Employee Central. As the roles in the second and onward layers are recommended 
using a different approach, no specific reasons are provided.

SAP built this enhancement so that before taking further actions, employees can look at the 
reasons and confirm whether recommended roles actually suit them.

Configuration Requirements

SAP pushed view recommendation reasons universally for customers who are using Career 
Explorer. Career Explorer is only available to customers in an Early Adopter Care (EAC) program.
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View Recommendation Reasons in Career Explorer

Additional Info: What is Career Explorer

Powered by machine learning technology, Career Explorer recommends career opportunities to 
employees based on the career paths of people who are like them in the organization.

In Career Explorer, employees view recommended job roles and a future career path of each role 
in a lineage chart by expanding the role card. They can use the following features to explore the 
recommended roles:

• View job profiles: View the recommended roles' job profile to see if they're interested at the 
roles.

• View recommendation reasons: View the reasons why the roles in the first layer are 
recommended to them. The reasons are given based on the employee data, job information, 
and job history of the employees in Employee Central.



View Recommendation Reasons in Career Explorer

• Add as target roles: If Career Worksheet is used, they can add the recommended roles as 
target roles to Career Worksheet.

• Dislike roles: If they don't like the recommended roles, they can remove the roles. The 
removed roles won't be recommended to them again. When they remove a role, any child 
roles are removed together.

• Check next update date for recommendations: The machine learning algorithm of Career 
Explorer is retrained every two weeks. They can check the specific date on which the next 
retraining period will be finished and revisit the page to explore new possible 
recommendations. Additionally, if they remove all the recommended roles, they're notified of 
a date on which new recommendations may be available.
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Qualtrics Surveys for 
End of Mentoring Relationships

You can now integrate Qualtrics surveys with the Mentoring solution so that you can get feedback 
from your employees when an individual chooses to end their mentoring relationship regardless 
whether the mentoring program as such has been ended.

With this feature, program owners can gather feedback from both mentors and mentees: 
employees who are ending the relationship see a pop-up survey in their Mentoring page directly 
after they have ended the relationship, while the employees for whom the relationship was 
ended receive an email survey.

In the current version, the Manage Qualtrics Integrations in the Admin Center includes an option 
to integrate in-app and email surveys for ending a mentoring relationship.

In the previous version, this feature wasn't available in Manage Qualtrics Integrations.

Configuration Requirements

Your system needs to be set up to run Manage Qualtrics Integrations from the SAP SuccessFactors 
Admin Center.
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Save a Mentoring Program to Complete Signup Later
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Save a Mentoring Program 
to Complete Signup Later

When employees sign up for a mentoring program, they can now save the program for 
completing signup for later.

Their answers to signup questions and uploaded documents are saved, but mentees' selections of 
preferred mentors are not saved. Also, the program remains on the Invitations or Open 
Enrollment tab and is marked with an icon and the Saved for later text.
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View of Mentor Requests

SAP has added a section called Your Mentor Requests in the mentoring program page. After 
mentees sign up for a mentoring program, they can view pending and declined mentor requests, 
check reasons for declined requests       , and cancel pending requests.

In unsupervised and open enrollment programs, the section is always available. In supervised 
programs, the section is available only when mentees have selected preferred mentors and the 
matching process isn't started.
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Key Questions Required for Signup

Key questions are marked with a red asterisk in the mentoring signup form. Participants must 
answer these questions before they can complete signup or check recommended mentors.

If mentors and mentees don't satisfy the matching rule of key questions, mentors won't be 
recommended to mentees. This enhancement makes sure that participants won't miss these 
questions, which may improve matching results.
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Improved Mentee Signup Experience

A new icon and confirmation message improve the mentee signup experience.

After mentees select preferred mentors in the signup form, a green check will appear on the 
respective mentor cards. When they choose Complete Signup, a confirmation message pops up.

SAP built these enhancements so that mentees are explicitly informed of whom they've selected 
and what will happen next.
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